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Abstract – To reduce unconsistenly of nutrition sensor data, an analysis which consists of
mathemathical model and new control technique is required. In this paper, a simulation of
smart garden is performed to simulate a smart green campus. However, the problem appears
in this activity, the data form sensor is not consistent and it may harm the plant because
sometime the plant may get a much nutrition and another time the plant will get less nutrition.
Our propose is on the sensor circuit, we use additional circuit to our TDS meter so the data is
normalized using this circuit.
Keywords – sliding mode strategy, smart garden simulation, smart green campus, internet of
thing, hydroponic

1. INTRODUCTION
To achieve world rank status, some key factors are not only research publication and
academic, but also establishment of green environment in the campus. However, to gain a
green environment for campus, it needs some technical engineering in electrical, especially
exploiting sensor and motor to realize the contribution of engineering and science to an
environment especially to a plant [1]. Not only that, computing to process data and setting to
certain action must be performed maximally and efficiently, especially when it uses cloud
infrastructure [2][3]. The green environment in the campus needs to be treated technologically
especially in this 4.0 industry revolution [4][5][6]. Smart green technology is the answer to face
that challenge, however it does not simply as conventional one. The smart thing must be
suitable for the plant which is treated automatically by that technology [2].
Internet of Thing (IoT) has been technology that is used commonly. By combining
electronic sensor and computational intelligence that is operated in cloud infrastructure,
treatment for the plant has to be performed optimally [1][2]. However, to gain smart thing by
computational intelligence that is operated in the cloud may give wrong measure of giving
water and nutrition for the plant. Each kind of plant may need different doze of water and
nutrition. IoT implementation for smart green campus is still less in Indonesia because of some
aspect like the required technology and cost for development. Ibrahim et.al [7] has developed
automatic watering control system using On-OFF method combining with fuzzy. Prathistaya [8]
uses PID control to accelerate execution time from 90 days to 2 days for watering wide green
area.
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Sliding modes strategy is used to regulate the water level. This technique is commonly
used to convert the energy an implemented in circuit, not programming area. Not only that,
this technique is also used for optimization in circuit [9].
In this paper, fuzzy sukamoto is used to enhance controlling water and nutrition.
Although it is a simple implementation, but is has been a challenge to this kind of IoT
technology. The code must be clean and effective. Also, the activity in this paper is still just a
simulation. It uses hydroponics and some electrical kit. Our object is on programming, not the
hardware development although sliding mode strategy is used for water level regulation. This
technique commonly used for energy converter, but it can be used for optimalization
[9][10][11][12][13].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 IoT and Fuzzy Logic
Iot comes from electronics which is interacted with internet to make a something that
more useful for its electronic products [2]. Usually, IoT uses cloud technology especially for
computing but in some basic level, computation is only performed in board. IoT is consist of
some activity such: a) hardware and software troublehooting, b) system administration like
installation, deinstallation, and monitoring process, c) scripting, d) develop an automatic
program that can perform administration system, e) interaction between machine to machine
[1][3][5].
IoT must be planned carefully [7], some specific component and scheme like sensor,
CPU-Memory-Interfaces, Cabling, Board, and Operating system (editor, compiler, etc) is listed
in detail to make an optimum IoT system. Sensor exploration must be studied well to avoid
disturbance in connection between sensor and board. More important, because this system
exploit internet as communication media, it needs a communication component like Message
Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) or another kind to create a communication between
machine to machine [5].
For some basic level IoT, not all algorithm can be implemented into computation.
Especially in circuit, some researchs still use basic algorithm like fuzzy [1][3][4]. Not all memory
can take algorithm with large cost of computation. Fuzzy can be implemented to low-cost
memory [7]. This algorithm is very suitable with basic IoT especially in simulation stage like
activity that is explained in this paper.
2.2 Sliding modes strategy
Strategy in mathematical model is necessary to rely the regulation of internal variable,
this is not an easy task because minimizing problem always exploits scale model reducing
technique. Some factors like accuracy, computational cost, and adaptability has been
determined as optimization object in mathematical model for circuit. Sliding modes strategy is
a mathematical model that commonly used for electrical circuit. This model is always
implemented for optimization in efficient energy [10][13]. More over, control strategy is one of
the important aspects in mathematical model. It is because some data inputs that retrieved
from sensor are constanly changing [10].
Sliding modes strategy is always related to Lumped Parameter Methods (LMP), this is
the best choice because this model orders the certain level of circuits to a model zone and use
simplification in different control techniques [11]. The main simplified in sliding modes
strategy is reducing the resistors and calculating the parallel resistors (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Simplification of model in circuit on Sliding modes strategy

3. RESEARCH METHOD
In this activity, we use some hardware as main tools for this IoT system, such: Arduino
Uno Model, Arduino Tds Meter, HC-SR-04 as ultrasonic sensor, ESP-8266 as network module,
water pump, and relay. We use Tsukamoto's Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) which is shown in
Fig. 1. Because this system is based on Internet of Thing so the Tsukamoto’s is performed on
the cloud. It uses self-server which every component like node.js for the service is installed.
The general scheme in this system.

Figure 2. Fuzzy Diagram Process for Monitoring and Controlling in Smart Green Technology

We use spinach plant in hydroponic as experiment object with the standar is shown in
Tabel 2. Beside that, to obtain better lighting, the artificial ultraviolet lamp is used to grow the
hydroponic well (figure 3).
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Figure 3. Hydroponic based tower and its lightning system

IoT scheme is set by placing HC-SR04 ultrasound sensor in hydroponic water tank to
measure the water surface, it needs to know when automatic watering system is performed to
hydroponic. Another sensor that be placed in hydroponic water tank is TDS meter, this sensor
is used to measure nutrition. Those sensor data value is retrieved and processed in IoT system
to decide when water and or nutrition is given to the plant. Arduino and ESP8266 is placed in a
box outside water tank to avoid some disturbance in processing and sending data to internet
(figure 4).

Figure 4. Hardware module installment and placement as data controlling, processing, and transimitting
to internet

We use relay to perform water and nutrition control motor. In example, if water is
needed to hydroponic, Arduino will tell the port that connected in relay to be active and set
the water to be distributed to the plant.
Generally, To get the value of the degree of hydroponic plant membership, a fuzzy set
(fuzzyfication) and confirmation (defuzzyfication) are needed as follows: 1) The linear down
member membership function is used to present a low fuzzy set; 2) Upright linear membership
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function is used to present a high fuzzy set; 3) The triangle membership function is used to
present the fuzzy set normal.
In the stage of fuzzification, a fuzzy set and membership function will be formed from
symptoms of hydroponic plant. Then rules of formation stage is based from this condition.
IF (X IS A) AND (Y IS B) THEN (Z IS C)
A, B, and C are fuzzy sets.
Suppose there are 2 rules:
IF (x is A1) AND (y is B1) THEN (z is C1)
IF (x is A2) AND (y is B2) THEN (z is C2)

So, if this rule is converted into this problem, then the formula would be like in table 1.
Table 1. Rule Table Used for Calculation
No.

Rule

1

IF SN is less and less than that of less healthy plants

2

IF SN Less AND M According to THEN Unhealthy Plants

3

IF SN according to AND M less THEN less healthy plants

4

IF SN According to AND M According to THEN Healthy Plants

The functions of the hydroponic plant membership degree are defined by the
following equation:

µless(x) ={

µnormal(x) ={

0 90 ≤ x ≤ 500
(x-500)/(75-500) 500 ≤ x ≤ 75
(90-x)/(90-75) 75 ≤ x ≤ 90
1
x = 75
0 x ≤ 1200
(x-1200)/(1000-75) 1200 > 1000
1 x >1000

(1)

(2)

So, the graph function would be like in the figure 5(a) which shows that that the low
membership degree has a range of values from 1 to 75, while the high membership degree lies
in the value range of more than 75 values which later becomes the benchmark or basic rule of
the value of plants when growing. material for evaluating plants and figure 5(b) which shows
the water level function will perform the action when what number is on 1-35 and when the
number is above 35 then the function will end and stop it is a fuzzy method applied to
hydroponic plants as standard.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Membership function in graph: a) nutrition; b) water level

The inference engine uses the MIN implication function to get the α-predicate value
for each rule (α1, α2, α3, ... αn). Then each of these α-predicate values is used to calculate the
output resulting from the explicit inference (crips) of each rule (z1, z2, z3, ... zn). The final
output (z) is obtained by using the weighting average: The initial stage is carried out on the
subject of hydroponic plants by including the standard nurisi 1200PPM concentration and with
a water level of less than 35CM which is sufficient to show the results as expected. The
fuzzification process is based on standard of water hydroponic plants, in this activity we use
spinach as sample (table II).
Table 2. Nutrition Standard for Hydroponic Plant

Name of
Vegetables

Nutrition day Standard Ph day /
Standard Nutrition / week
Ph
week

water spinach
plants

534PPM
1050PPM-1400PPM

So, the formula would be like
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{

0
90 ≤ x ≤ 500
(x-500)/(1050-500) 500 ≤ x ≤ 1050
(90-x)/(90-1050) 1050 ≤ x ≤ 90
(3)
1

x = 1050
µ Medium spinach (1050) = 1

The defuzzyfication process is carried out as follows:
µMax = (z-90)/(500-90)
=1
z
= 500
µMin = (500-z)/(500-90)
=1
z
= 90
z = (1*500)/1 + (1*90)/1
z = 295 (low)
To test this system, a comparing result from manual measurements using TDS meters
is used. After getting the final results, an accuracy test is carried out in the form of a
percentage. The system testing process uses formula level accuracy.
Level of accuracy (100%) = X 100%

(4)

Where X is the number of classifications that the system actually performs on the
actual data and N is the number of all data tested.
Realistically, this activity uses the nutrition of ab mix which is a mixture of nutrients A
and nutrition B the use of these nutrients is based on general standards of the ministry of
agriculture, so to get better measurement we use several characteristics about what condition
an hydroponic plants grow well such: adequate nutrition; brightness of the environment;
water temperature; no pest in plant; and adequate of air circulation. Based on table 1, The
following are the production rules in identifying hydroponic plant conditions based on various
conditions, such:
Rule 1:
If nutrition is lacking
AND hot water
THEN Dried plants die
Rule 2:
If nutrition is lacking
AND cold water
THEN Plants fail to grow
Rule 3:
If nutrition is sufficient
AND cold water
THEN Plants grow healthy
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on our experiment, the sliding modes strategy has given better result than nonusing sliding modes strategy. Figure 6 shows the result, it can be described that effect of sliding
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modes strategy is more stable than no sliding modes strategy. A unique phenomenon from this
graph is the gap is quite small, some data point from non-sliding modes strategy have passed
the data from sliding modes strategy.

Figure 6. Difference result between sliding modes strategy and no sliding modes strategy.

4. CONCLUSION
Although we have got more stable result, the data value is still not rapid (about 600 –
700). However, this condition is still not adapatable with plant condition so it is still harm for
the plant. In next activity, we would develop an adaptable method and a new technique to
realize it.
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